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Top Machine Shops in Houston, TX – Houston, Texas, the fourth-largest city in the US, continues to be a
leader in the oil and gas sectors, therefore, it is not surprising that many of the local machine shops serve
this market. Consequently, a lot of shops accept big machine work. However, there are numerous shops
that may offer machining services to companies in the construction, power generating, aerospace,
semiconductor, and general manufacturing industries, among others. Naturally, CNC machining is more
common, but many firms also offer manual turning and milling when necessary. Many shops also provide
other related services like EDM, fabrication and assembly, heat treatment, engineering, prototyping, and
similar ones.

We would be delighted to provide you with more information on how we can help you generate revenue
within your industry. Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions! With Linquip’s Solutions for
Each Company Level, you will be able to upgrade the capabilities of your organization in order to gain a
competitive edge by taking advantage of a wide range of options to enhance your organization’s
performance. If you are looking for the simplest or the most sophisticated marketing and advertising
package for your business, we can help you ensure that your company gets as many customers as
possible to grow your business. 

Listed below are the Top Machine Shops in Houston, TX. Each company’s information includes its
headquarters, sales, year of foundation, and the number of employees. US million dollars are used to
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measure annual sales. Following the table are summaries of each company.

Edit

Company name Year
founded

No. of
Employees

Annual
sale Activity

Montgomery Machine 1975 50-100 +$250 Mil Large part machining
Xometry, Inc. 2013 500-999 +$200 Mil CNC machining

Knust-Godwin 1998 200-500 $25-50 Mil CNC/Contract
manufacturing

USA Industries 1959 50-100 $25-50 Mil CNC machining
Hahn & Clay 1908 200-500 $10-25 Mil Large part machining
Conroe Machine 2000 100-200 $10-25 Mil CNC machining
Langham Creek Machine
Works 1989 50-100 $10-25 Mil CNC machining

Marberry Machine 1978 50-100 $10-25 Mil Large part machining
Sunbelt Machine Works 1975 50-100 $10-25 Mil CNC machining
Engelbrecht Mfg 1995 10-50 $5-10 Mil CNC machining
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Montgomery Machine

In Houston, Montgomery Machine has a 45,000 square foot facility where it focuses on welding overlay
and medium to heavy machine work. Customers are drawn from heavy industries, including oil and gas,
power production, paper, marine, and others.

Xometry, Inc.

Engineers, product developers, designers, and others can use the bespoke online CNC machining
service offered by Xometry, Inc. The business provides bespoke CNC quotations on more than 40
materials, including commonplace aluminum and acetal, as well as high-tech titanium and specialized
polymers like PEEK and Teflon.

Knust-Godwin

In Katy, Knust-Goodwin runs a 240,000 square foot contract manufacturing factory. The business
provides CNC turning and milling services with clients in the aerospace and military, oil and gas,
semiconductor, and related industries. Additive manufacturing, drilling, EDM, peening, and other services
are available as well.

USA Industries

The power, oil and gas, chemical, refining, and aerospace sectors can use USA Industries’ CNC milling
and turning services. Pulleys, alignment pins, collars, specialized turbine flanges, and other components
made to order are available. The business also makes heat exchanger tooling, orifice plates, and tube
plugs.

https://www.linquip.com/blog/wp-admin/admin.php?page=tablepress&action=edit&table_id=162
https://www.linquip.com/company/192582/montgomery-machine-and-fabrication-inc.
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https://www.linquip.com/company/171818/langham-creek-machine-works
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Hahn & Clay

Hahn & Clay provides big component machining for the heavy industries of construction, marine, forging,
forestry, oilfield, etc. The machining of flange and seat facings, thrust collars and journals for turbine
rotors and motors, O-ring grooves, etc., are examples of typical tasks. The business has been in
existence since 1908.

Conroe Machine

In Conroe, Conroe Machine has a 65,000 square foot milling factory. The business also provides
hardfacing, fabrication, repair, and rework services in addition to precise CNC machining. The business
serves the machining requirements of the oil and gas industry and related ones.

Langham Creek Machine Works

Specialized in contract CNC turning and milling of rare materials is Langham Creek Machine Works. The
business provides certified welding, heat treatment, inspection, and wire and sinker EDM services.

Marberry Machine

Marberry Machine specializes in big component CNC machining, with milling and turning capacities of up
to 45,000 lb. and 216 in. The business serves heavy industries, including mining, oil & gas, power
generation, etc. It also provides manual milling and turning services.

Sunbelt Machine Works

Sunbelt Machine Works runs almost 100 CNC machines at its Stafford plant, where it provides CNC
milling and turning services. EDM and stamping are among more offerings.

Engelbrecht Mfg

The CNC machining of complicated shapes with tight tolerances, including nickel alloys, is a specialty of
Engelbrecht Manufacturing. The firm serves a variety of sectors, from the oilfield to fluid control, and
provides prototype service, assembly, and project management.

Hyseco

Internal and external threading, turning, drilling, milling, and boring, among other low- to medium-volume
machining operations, are all specialties of Hyseco. In addition to providing EDM, fabrication, and
hydraulic repair services, the firm also produces bespoke cylinders and hydraulic parts.

Midway Machine

Among others, industries in the biomedical, energy, subsea, and marine industries can use Midway
Machine’s short-run to production level CNC machining services. In South Houston, the firm runs a
25,000 square foot factory. EDM, gun drilling, prototyping, etc., are additional capabilities.

Burgess Specialty Fabricating
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Burgess Specialty Fabricating provides support with company development, design, and QA in addition
to delivering precision multi-axis turning and milling services. The firm provides precision grinding, sheet
metal fabrication, lapping, etc., and services sectors like aerospace and valve production.

Craig Instruments

Customers in the oil and gas sector may turn and mill using CNC and manual equipment from Craig
Instruments. Laser engraving and plunge and wire EDM are other services. Most metals, including high-
nickel alloys, are machined by the business.

Ed’s Precision Manufacturing

Ed’s Precision Manufacturing specializes in the production of fasteners and provides bespoke Swiss
screw machining, CNC turning, and milling services. The business works with the majority of metals and
polymers, and its skills range from prototype to high-volume manufacturing.
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